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QUESTION 1

HOTSPOT 

A company is developing a mobile app for field service employees using Azure App Service Mobile Apps as the
backend. 

The company\\'s network connectivity varies throughout the day. The solution must support offline use and synchronize
changes in the background when the app is online app. 

You need to implement the solution. 

How should you complete the code segment? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: var todoTable = client GetSyncTable() 

To setup offline access, when connecting to your mobile service, use the method GetSyncTable instead of GetTable
(example): 

IMobileServiceSyncTable todoTable = App.MobileService.GetSyncTable(); / 

Box 2: await todoTable.PullAsync("allTodoItems",todo.Table.CreateQuery()); 

Your app should now use IMobileServiceSyncTable (instead of IMobileServiceTable) for CRUD operations. This will
save changes to the local database and also keep a log of the changes. When the app is ready to synchronize its
changes 

with the Mobile Service, use the methods PushAsync and PullAsync (example): 

await App.MobileService.SyncContext.PushAsync(); 

await todoTable.PullAsync(); 

References: 

https://azure.microsoft.com/es-es/blog/offline-sync-for-mobile-services/ 

 

QUESTION 2

HOTSPOT 
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You have an app that stores player scores for an online game. The app stores data in Azure tables using a class named
PlayerScore as the table entity. The table is populated with 100,000 records. You are reviewing the following section of
code that is intended to retrieve 20 records where the player score exceeds 15,000. (Line numbers are included for
reference only.) 

For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No. NOTE: Each correct
selection is worth one point 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 3

HOTSPOT 

You are developing a back-end Azure App Service that scales based on the number of messages contained in a
Service Bus queue. 

A rule already exists to scale up the App Service when the average queue length of unprocessed and valid queue
messages is greater than 1000. 

You need to add a new rule that will continuously scale down the App Service as long as the scale up condition is not
met. 

How should you configure the Scale rule? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: Service bus queue 

You are developing a back-end Azure App Service that scales based on the number of messages contained in a
Service Bus queue. 

Box 2: ActiveMessage Count 

ActiveMessageCount: Messages in the queue or subscription that are in the active state and ready for delivery. 

Box 3: Count 

Box 4: Less than or equal to 

You need to add a new rule that will continuously scale down the App Service as long as the scale up condition is not
met. 

Box 5: Decrease count by 

 

QUESTION 4

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You are developing a website that will run as an Azure Web App. Users will authenticate by using their Azure Active
Directory (Azure AD) credentials. 

You plan to assign users one of the following permission levels for the website: admin, normal, and reader. A user\\'s
Azure AD group membership must be used to determine the permission level. 

You need to configure authorization. 

Solution: 

1. 

Create a new Azure AD application. In the application\\'s manifest, set value of the groupMembershipClaims option to
All. 

2. 

In the website, use the value of the groups claim from the JWT for the user to determine permissions. Does the solution
meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

To configure Manifest to include Group Claims in Auth Token 

1. 

Go to Azure Active Directory to configure the Manifest. Click on Azure Active Directory, and go to App registrations to
find your application: 
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2. 

Click on your application (or search for it if you have a lot of apps) and edit the Manifest by clicking on it. 

3. 

Locate the “groupMembershipClaims” setting. Set its value to either “SecurityGroup” or “All”. To help you decide
which: 

1. 

“SecurityGroup” - groups claim will contain the identifiers of all security groups of which the user is a member. 

2. 

“All” - groups claim will contain the identifiers of all security groups and all distribution lists of which the user is a
member 

Now your application will include group claims in your manifest and you can use this fact in your code. 

Reference: 

https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/waws/2017/03/13/azure-app-service-authentication-aad-groups/ 

 

QUESTION 5

DRAG DROP 

You are developing a serverless Java application on Azure. You create a new Azure Key Vault to work with secrets from
a new Azure Functions application. 

The application must meet the following requirements: 

1. 

Reference the Azure Key Vault without requiring any changes to the Java code. 

2. 

Dynamically add and remove instances of the Azure Functions host based on the number of incoming application
events. 

3. 

Ensure that instances are perpetually warm to avoid any cold starts. 

4. 

Connect to a VNet. 

5. 

Authentication to the Azure Key Vault instance must be removed if the Azure Function application is deleted. 

You need to grant the Azure Functions application access to the Azure Key Vault. 
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Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions
to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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Step 1: Create the Azure Functions app with a Consumption plan type. 

Use the Consumption plan for serverless. 

Step 2: Create a system-assigned managed identity for the application. 

Create a system-assigned managed identity for your application. 

Key Vault references currently only support system-assigned managed identities. User-assigned identities cannot be
used. 

Step 3: Create an access policy in Key Vault for the application identity. 

Create an access policy in Key Vault for the application identity you created earlier. Enable the "Get" secret permission
on this policy. Do not configure the "authorized application" or applicationId settings, as this is not compatible with a 

managed identity. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service/app-service-key-vault-references 

 

QUESTION 6

HOTSPOT 
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You need to ensure that validation testing is triggered per the requirements. 

How should you complete the code segment? To answer, select the appropriate values in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: RepositoryUpdated 

When a new version of the ContentAnalysisService is available the previous seven days of content must be processed
with the new version to verify that the new version does not significantly deviate from the old version. 

Box 2: service 

Box 3: imageCollection 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/devops/notifications/oob-supported-event-types 

 

QUESTION 7

HOTSPOT 

You need to retrieve all order line items from Order.json and sort the data alphabetically by the city. 

How should you complete the code? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
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Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: orders o Scenario: Order data is stored as nonrelational JSON and must be queried using SQL. Box 2:li 

Box 3: o.line_items Box 4: o.city The city field is in Order, not in the 2s. 

 

QUESTION 8

HOTSPOT 

You are developing a back-end Azure App Service that scales based on the number of messages contained in a
Service Bus queue. 

A rule already exists to scale up the App Service when the average queue length of unprocessed and valid queue
messages is greater than 1000. 

You need to add a new rule that will continuously scale down the App Service as long as the scale up condition is not
met. 

How should you configure the Scale rule? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: Service bus queue 

You are developing a back-end Azure App Service that scales based on the number of messages contained in a
Service Bus queue. 

Box 2: ActiveMessage Count 

ActiveMessageCount: Messages in the queue or subscription that are in the active state and ready for delivery. 

Box 3: Count 

Box 4: Less than or equal to 

You need to add a new rule that will continuously scale down the App Service as long as the scale up condition is not
met. 

Box 5: Decrease count by 

 

QUESTION 9

You are developing a .Net web application that stores data is Azure Consmos DB. The application must use the Core
API and allow millions of reads and writes. The Azure Cosmos DII account has been created with multiple write region 

enabled. The application has been deployed to the East US2 and Central US region. 

You need to update the application to support multi-region writes. 

What are two possible ways to achieve this goal? Each correct answer presents parts of the solutions. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. Update the ConnectionPolicy class for the Cosmos client and populate the PreferredLocations property based on the
geo-proximity of the application. 

B. Update Azure Cosmos DB to use the Strong consistency level. Add indexed properties to the container to indicate
region. 

C. Update the ConnectionPolicy class for the Cosmos client and set the UseMultipleWriteLocations property to true. 

D. Create and deploy a custom conflict resolution policy. 

E. Update Azure Cosmos DB to use the Session consistency level. Send the SessionToken property value from the
FeedResponse object of the write action to the end- user by using a cookie. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 10

You develop Azure Durable Functions to manage vehicle loans. 

The loan process includes multiple actions that must be run in a specified order. One of the actions includes a customer
credit check process, which may require multiple days to process. 
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You need to implement Azure Durable Functions for the loan process. 

Which Azure Durable Functions type should you use? 

A. orchestrator 

B. client 

C. activity 

D. entity 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

DRAG DROP 

A company backs up all manufacturing data to Azure Blob Storage. Admins move blobs from hot storage to archive tier
storage every month. 

You must automatically move blobs to Archive tier after they have not been modified within 180 days. The path for any
item that is not archived must be placed in an existing queue. This operation must be performed automatically once a 

month. You set the value of TierAgeInDays to -180. 

How should you configure the Logic App? To answer, drag the appropriate triggers or action blocks to the correct trigger
or action slots. Each trigger or action block may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the 

split bar between panes or scroll to view content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: Reoccurance.. 

To regularly run tasks, processes, or jobs on specific schedule, you can start your logic app workflow with the built-in
Recurrence - Schedule trigger. You can set a date and time as well as a time zone for starting the workflow and a 

recurrence for repeating that workflow. 

Set the interval and frequency for the recurrence. In this example, set these properties to run your workflow every
week. 
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Box 2: Condition.. 

To run specific actions in your logic app only after passing a specified condition, add a conditional statement. This
control structure compares the data in your workflow against specific values or fields. You can then specify different
actions 

that run based on whether or not the data meets the condition. 

Box 3: Put a message on a queue 

The path for any item that is not archived must be placed in an existing queue. 

Note: Under If true and If false, add the steps to perform based on whether the condition is met. 

Box 4: ..tier it to Cool or Archive tier. 

Archive item. 

Box 5: List blobs 2 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/connectors/connectors-native-recurrence 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/logic-apps/logic-apps-control-flow-loops 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/logic-apps/logic-apps-control-flow-conditional-statement 

 

QUESTION 12

You are developing a solution that will use Azure messaging services. 

You need to ensure that the solution uses a publish-subscribe model and eliminates the need for constant polling. 

What are two possible ways to achieve the goal? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. Service Bus 
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B. Event Hub 

C. Event Grid 

D. Queue 

Correct Answer: AC 

It is strongly recommended to use available messaging products and services that support a publish-subscribe model,
rather than building your own. In Azure, consider using Service Bus or Event Grid. Other technologies that can be used
for pub/sub messaging include Redis, RabbitMQ, and Apache Kafka. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/patterns/publisher-subscriber 

 

QUESTION 13

You develop a solution that uses Azure Virtual Machines (VMs). 

The VMs contain code that must access resources in an Azure resource group. You grant the VM access to the
resource group in Resource Manager. 

You need to obtain an access token that uses the VMs system-assigned managed identity. 

Which two actions should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

A. Use PowerShell on a remote machine to make a request to the local managed identity for Azure resources endpoint. 

B. Use PowerShell on the VM to make a request to the local managed identity for Azure resources endpoint. 

C. From the code on the VM. call Azure Resource Manager using an access token. 

D. From the code on the VM. call Azure Resource Manager using a SAS token. 

E. From the code on the VM. generate a user delegation SAS token. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 14

A company is developing a solution that allows smart refrigerators to send temperature information to a central location.
You have an existing Service Bus. 

The solution must receive and store messages until they can be processed. You create an Azure Service Bus instance
by providing a name, pricing tier, subscription, resource group, and location. 

You need to complete the configuration. 

Which Azure CLI or PowerShell command should you run? 
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A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: B 

A service bus instance has already been created (Step 2 below). Next is step 3, Create a Service Bus queue. 

Note: 

Steps: 

Step 1: # Create a resource group 

resourceGroupName="myResourceGroup" 

az group create --name $resourceGroupName --location eastus 

Step 2: # Create a Service Bus messaging namespace with a unique name 

namespaceName=myNameSpace$RANDOM 

az servicebus namespace create --resource-group $resourceGroupName --name $namespaceName --location eastus 

Step 3: # Create a Service Bus queue 

az servicebus queue create --resource-group $resourceGroupName --namespace-name $namespaceName --name
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BasicQueue 

Step 4: # Get the connection string for the namespace 

connectionString=$(az servicebus namespace authorization-rule keys list --resource-group $resourceGroupName
--namespace-name $namespaceName --name RootManageSharedAccessKey --query primaryConnectionString
--output tsv) 

References: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/service-bus-messaging/service-bus-quickstart-cli 

 

QUESTION 15

HOTSPOT 

You are developing a solution that uses several Azure Service Bus queues. You create an Azure Event Grid
subscription for the Azure Service Bus namespace. You use Azure Functions as subscribers to process the messages. 

You need to emit events to Azure Event Grid from the queues. You must use principal of least privilege and minimize
costs. 

Which Azure Service Bus values should you use? TO answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

Each correct selection is worth ore point 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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